
TASSEL FLOWER CROWNS 

 

SUPPLIES 

• Yarn, any color 

• Pipe cleaners, any color 

• Scissors 

• Fork from home 

 

TASSEL DIRECTIONS  

1. Place a pipe cleaner along one side of your fork. 

2. Wrap the fork and pipe cleaner with yarn. Be careful to keep the yarn 

area about 1 inch wide. 

3. Wrap the yarn 25-30 times around the fork. Twist pipe cleaner closed 

around yarn. 

4. Twist the pipe cleaner together around the end of the yarn. 

5. Remove flower from fork. Wrap the excess pipe cleaner down the stem 

until it is secure (you do not want to see it). 

6. Cut the loops of the yarn with scissors. 

7. Use a fork or metal tool to fray the yarn slightly. 

8. Fluff the top of your flower and trim any pieces that are too long. 

9. Repeat steps above to make 12 tassel flowers. 

 

CROWN DIRECTIONS  

1. Lay one flower flat on a table and place a second flower so the stems are 

perpendicular (they form a plus sign). 

2. Wrap the top pipe cleaner under the bottom stem and up. 

3. Continue to wrap the pipe cleaner toward the bottom flower. 

4. Continue to wrap the pipe cleaner back over itself until both stems are parallel. 

5. Repeat steps 2-5 with another flower (wrapping all lower stems). 

6. Repeat steps 2-5 with flowers until the crown is the desired size. 

7. Trim all stems except the last stem until they are 1 1/2 -2 inches long. 

8. Shape the flower chain into a circular crown and use the last stem to secure it (use 

the same wrapping motion as in steps 3-5). 

9. Wrap the pipe cleaner stem around the chain several time to make sure it is tight. 

Make sure to clean up, and enjoy your flower crown! 


